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We construct an N = 1 locally supersymmetnc o-model with a Wess-Zummo term coupled to 
supergravity m two dimensions. If one takes the o-model mamfold to be the product of 
d-d~mensmnal Minkowski space M a and a group mamfold G, and if the radms of G is quantized 
m appropriate umts of the stnng tensmn, then the model descnbes a Neveu-Schwarz-Ramond 
(NSR)-type string mowng on M d × G (Our model generahzes arlier work of refs. [1,2] which do 
not contain a Wess-Zumino term and that of refs [5, 6] which is not locally supersymmetnc ) The 
zwetbein and the gravitmo field equations yteld constraints which generahze those of the NSR 
model to the case of a non-abelian group mamfold In particular, the fenmomc onstraint contains 
a new term tnlinear m the fermiomc fields We quantize the theory in the light-cone gauge and 
derive the critical dimensions. We compute the mass spectrum of a closed stnng moving on 
M a × G and show that massless fermmns do not arise for non-abdian G for the spmmng stnng, in 
agreement with the result of Friedan and Shenker [22] 
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1. Introduction 
Some time ago, Deser and Zumino [1] and Brink, di Vecchia and Howe [2] 
constructed the coupling of ten scalar supersymmetric multiplets to d-- 2 supergrav- 
ity. They showed that the theory is conformally invariant and describes the d = 10 
Neveu-Schwarz-Ramond [3] string model [15]. From the d = 2 point of view this 
theory is a locally supersynmletric o-model in which the scalar manifold is a d = 10 
flat Minkowski space-time, M10 = ISO(9,1)/SO(9,1). In this paper we consider the 
generalization of this model in which the scalars parametrize an arbitrary riemann- 
ian manifold. In such a generalization, a Wess-Zumino term [4-6] is coupled to 
d = 2 supergravity. This model furnishes a covariant description of a string moving 
in curved space. In particular when this space is M a × G where M a is d-dimensional 
Minkowski space-time and G is a compact group manifold, the characteristic size of 
G is quantized in units of the string tension [7, 8b], while restrictions on d arise, due 
to the requirement of Lorentz invariance in Md, of the quantized theory. 
These results are relevant for the reduction of the critical dimensions in which the 
string theory can be consistently quantized. Recently, in refs. [7] and [Sb] it was 
shown that the critical dimension for the bosonic string is given by 
do 
d = 26 - (bosonic string), (1.1) 
1 + CA/2Jk I 
where d o is the dimension of the group G, k is an integer and CA is the eigenvalue 
of the second Casimir operator of G in the adjoint representation (see eq. (1.3)). 
Extending this result, in ref. [7] it was conjectured that the critical dimension for the 
fermionic string is given by 
2 d o 
d--  10 ~do (spinning string). (1.2) 
3 1 + cA/2Jkl 
The value of c A for Lie groups is given by 
G SU(n)  SO(2n+1)  Sp(n) SO(2n) 
c A 2n 4n - 2 2n + 2 4n - 4 
F4 E8 (1.3) 
8 18 24 36 60 " 
In this paper, starting from our locally supersymmetric action (see eq. (2.1)) we 
quantize the theory in the light-cone gauge, rederive (1.1) and verify (1.2). We 
emphasize that the main body of this paper deals with (i) the construction of the 
N = 1, d = 2 locally supersymmetric o-model with Wess-Zumino term and (ii) the 
derivation of the critical dimension formula for the fermionic superstring based on 
this model. 
The case of k = 1 is special, since, as was shown by Witten [9], in this case the 
scalars of the non-linear o-model become quivalent to free fermions. For k = 1, the 
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solution to (1.1) includes G- -  SU(n), SO(2n), E 6, ET, E 8 or any product of these 
groups with* 
r = 26 - d ,  (1.4) 
where r is the rank of G**.  As is well known, for d = 10, E 8 x E 8 is a solution of 
(1.4) which was used in the construction of the heterotic string [12]. 
For  k = 1, assuming that G is simple, the unique solution to (1.2) is*** 
d= 8, G= SO(3), 
d= 6, G= SU(3), 
d=5, G=SO(5), 
d=3, G= SU(4). 
(spinning string) 
(1.5) 
(Note that d = 4 is not included for any simple G.) All these solutions refer to 
classically and quantum mechanically consistent free string theories. At present it is 
not clear how to formulate consistent interacting string theories based on these 
solutions. 
This paper is organized as follows. In sect. 2 we construct the N = 1 locally 
supersymmetric action with a Wess-Zumino term. In sect. 3 we derive the field 
equations and constraints following from the action. In sect. 4 we quantize the 
system and derive the critical dimension formula by the requirement of Lorentz 
invariance in M d. In sect. 5 we discuss the spectrum of a dosed string moving on 
M d X G. For  the bosonic case it coincides with that of the string which compactifies 
on r-toil where r is the rank of a simply laced group. Various aspects of this 
phenomenon have been discussed by several authors [7, 8a, 19, 20]. In the fermionic 
case, we find that massless fermions do not arise for nonabelian groups, in 
agreement with the result of Friedan and Shenker [22]. Finally in sect. 6 we discuss 
some of the open problems. 
* For k > 1, some of the solutions to (1.1) are: d = 7, E 7 (k = 3); d = 8, SU(5) (k = 15); d = 6, SU(7) 
(k = 5). 
** For a complete discussion see Goddard, Nahm and Olive (and other papers) in ref. [8a]. (It has 
recently been shown [10] that for arbitrary k the O(N) o-model is equivalent to free particles obeying 
parastatistacs of order k. Regarding the question of parastatisties n stnngs ee also ref [11] where it is 
shown that d = 2 + 8/q for a free ferruionic theory exhibiting parastatisties of order q For q = 2 thas 
gwes d = 6.) 
*** For k > 1, the unique solution (for simple G) is: d= 8, SU(2) (k = 2), d= 4, SO(5) (k = 2), SU(3) 
(k = 5); d= 2, $0(5) (k = 7) 
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2. A locally supersymmetrie action with the Wess-Zumino term 
We construct he action of an N = 1 locally supersymmetric o-model coupled to 
supergravity in two dimensions, where the scalars of the o-model parametrize an 
arbitrary riemannian manifold M. N = 1 supergravity in two dimensions contains a 
zweibein e~ and a gravitino ~k~. As is well known, in two dimensions these fields do 
not describe physical degrees of freedom. Nevertheless they play an important role 
in that their field equations yield constraints on the scalars and spinors of the 
o-model. 
The full action reads as follows: 
1 [ 
e-X~= ~ gu 
+ ~ "/'v~'x' a, Cj gu -  ¼~/~,V'V~l',X'xJgu - ~R,jk' ~'xk~jX' 
k ik 
k k 2 
--' k--j I gmnTlkmTjin~(Z.YsXk~(JVsXl + -6"-~Tzo;kX  X )'sX 512~r2 
,k _ ] 
"ll J 
/~ = 0,1, i=1  ... . .  dimM (2.1) 
and is invariant under the following transformations: 
8e~ = 2i~7%~ - Ae~,, 
1 ab 8,~= (o~-~,~; ~o~)~ + , .~-~a~,  
8e~'  = - ~X '  , 
k 
1 A .t ~x'= - i~(  o~; + ~x' )~ - r ;~8, ,  x ~ + 1 - f fg" r , ,~(~,~,x~)~ + ~ x ,  (2.2) 
where e(o, ,r), 7 ( o, 1") and A ( o, "r ) are the supersymmetry, conformal supersymme- 
try and Weyl scale transformation parameters, respectively. In (2.1) and (2.2) we 
have used the following definitions and conventions. The scalars ~' (i -- 1 .... dim M) 
parametrize a riemannian manifold, M, with metric g,j(~). The spinors X' and ~, 
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are two-component Majorana*. The parameter a' is the coupling constant of the 
o-model and the coefficient k in front of the Wess-Zumino term is defined such that 
the path integral corresponding to (2.1) is well defined [9] (and last reference in [6]). 
Thus k is an integer. Our Riemann tensor is defined as R'jk t = OtFj' k + . . . .  Note 
that y~ = ~ae~(#, a = 0,1). The 3-form T,j k is closed and is the curl of a second-rank 
antisymmetric tensor b, j (g?)= -bj , (qJ) ,  which is a function of the scalars q~: 
T,, k = O,b]k + a,,b,j + a;bk, .  (2.3) 
The spin connection, t0; b, contains the contorsion tensor K~,,, b = 2i~, ,~'q,b . The 
term in 8X' containing the Christoffel symbol F]k has been added so that when it is 
taken to the left-hand side, (SX'+ F]~Sq~JX k) transforms as a vector on M, as it 
should since the remaining terms on the right-hand side have the same transforma- 
tion property. Finally, the notation ; is standard for riemannian covariant deriva- 
tives. 
In order to derive (2.1) and (2.2) we proceed in two steps. First we generalize the 
action and transformation rules given in refs. [1] and [2] to the case of an arbitrary 
riemannian manifold, M, with metric g,](q~), as follows: 
= - 2e, 0aq~' a , th '  g , ,  - ½ i~"y" (  Oi, XJ + F~tk a~,q~k xt)g, j  
and 
+ff¢~,'V~'X ' O,qaJ g,, - ~ , 'y" ' t~ ,y ( tX Jg , ,  - ~R, jk t f ( 'xky( JX  t] (2.4) 
6e~ = 2 i~ ' ta~,  - Ae~, 
1 ab ~4~,=(O, , -a ,o ; .  v.h) e + iv,,'o - ½aq,,,, 
&k' = - EX' , 
8X'= -i '/~'(O~,ef + ~,X ' )e -  ~'kS~' X k + ½Ax'. (2.5) 
Remarkably we find that without any further modifications the covariantized 
action (2.4) is already fully invariant under the local supersymmetry and scale 
transformations given in (2.5). In fact a large class of variations are those which arise 
in either the model of refs. [1] and [2] (&,,, *= ~1~,,, g,j = ~l,j) provided that in the 
* We use the following conventions: Our metric is 7lab ffi diag( - 1, + 1). The d = 2 gamma matrices 3, ~ 
(a=0,1)  are T°=o2,  T l f io l  and ys = -o  3. We take e 01= --1, rO l l  +1 and x=xTy  0. In 
two dimensions the following Fierz relations hold: ~=-  ~(h6+(~' t~) ' t5 - (~7~) ' t~, )  and 
e/(~X) ffi - k (~)  - X(~X). Some further useful relattons are: "h,7, = -g~= + e-1%,75, e = det e~ 
and e~7, = yt~y 5. 
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variation of the action the derivatives are covariantized with respect o M (e.g. 
O~X'--" O~x'+Fj'kO~JX k) or the globally supersymmetric o-model [13] (g~,= 
~,,, g,j ~ ~,j). Therefore one only has to check the cancellation of the new variations 
which do not fall into these two classes. Most cancellations are trivial, the only 
non-trivial ones being those arising from the variation of the zweibein and X' in the 
RX 4 term. These variations give a vanishing result: 
- ~i~¥Xd/xR,,kt~(iXk~'X'+ ~R,,kt~('Xk~('(iy'e~,X t) 
+ X 6R,,ktY£'xk~t(iv'e~, X') = O. (2.6) 
To prove this, one must Fierz rearrange Xj and X t in the second and third term and 
use the fact that 
R,jkl~('xk~(J 'y5X l~- 0 = R, jk l~( 'xk~(J ' t~X l . (2.7) 
This identity is easily proven by noting that R,jkl is symmetric, whereas the X terms 
are antisymmetric n the pair interchange ( i j )~  (kl). We thus conclude that the 
action given in (2.4) is invariant under (2.5). 
We now consider the extension of (2.4), (2.5) by adding a Wess-Zumino term in a 
locally supersymmetric manner. A globally supersymmetric Wess-Zumino term has 
been constructed in refs. [5,6]. In the case of local supersymmetry we leave the 
transformation rules (2.5) intact except for 8X' which we modify to read 
k 
8x'= -ire(a, ' + r; 8,J x k + (2.8) 
Note that the k-dependent term in tiX' is precisely the one which occurs in the 
globally supersymmetric model. To obtain an action which is invariant under the 
local supersymmetries (2.5), (2.8), we first covariantize the globally supersymmetric 
Wess-Zumino action [5,6] with respect o the two-dimensional space-time. This 
yields 
k ik 
e-l~2 = -e - l -~e~'b , j  O~ep' O,¢k j - 16---~ T, jk~'y°TsXJ O~ep k e~ 
k k 2 
T. ~"t'L"k~'J~l "vl -- 64~r dj;kA A A 5A. 512ff2gmnT~km~ln~("ysXk)( JYSX I" + T (2.9) 
We now consider the new variations in ~1 + ~2, given in (2.4) and (2.9), which do 
not arise in the globally supersymmetric Wess-Zumino term of refs. [5] and [6]. One 
class of variations are the terms proportional to T 2 coming from the variation of the 
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determinant e and of X' in the T2X 4 term. These variations are 
1 [ k5@2~2T,,mTj/~f(,./,Xkf(j.ysX ' 
(2.10) 
The Fierz rearrangement of Xt~ J in the second term yields two terms one of which 
cancels the first term. The final result is 
-- ik 2 
512a,,r 3T,*,,,Tj["X'ysxk~( JYxXt~'t~'ts Y~ • (2.11) 
In order to cancel this we add to the action the following new term: 
ik 
e-X~3 = 96~r2a ' T,j,~/~7"y~X'2Jy,~,sX * . (2.12) 
One can easily show by appropriate Fierz rearrangements that all the X's in (2.12) 
contribute with the same weight o/JE3. In particular, the T-dependent variation of 
the X's in (2.12) gives 
ik _ p I 
X 1TT~mnf(mT, xnf(JT,TsXke), 3 ~(Tukq, .~,  ~a,)[ (2.13) 
which exactly cancels (2.11). 
Remarkably we now find that with the addition of E3 given in (2.12) the full 
lagrangian E= E1 + E2 + 63 given in (2.4), (2.9), (2.12) or (2.1) is invariant under 
the local supersymmetries (2.5), (2.8) or (2.2) without any further modifications. We 
have checked this by a straightforward but tedious calculation which will not be 
reproduced. 
3. Field equations and constraints 
We now study the field equations which follow from the action, (2.1). As 
mentioned in the introduction the scalar manifold is taken to be M d × G. We shall 
see that for a particular relation among the parameters of the theory (see eq. (3.7), 
the field equations for ~' and X' will be completely integrable. The field equations 
for e~ and tk~ , lead to constraints on ~' and X' which generalize those of the 
Neveu-Schwarz-Ramond model. These constraints will play an important role in 
determining the critical dimension for strings in curved space, as we shall show in 
the next section. 
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We first choose co-ordinates appropriate to the product structure M d × G: 
dP~ = yI  ' XI , a = 0,1,..., d -  1, I=  1 . . . . .  d~. (3.1a) 
Correspondingly 
(: o)io 
gt J= g1 J (Y ) '  b,j= 0 u(Y) ] '  
(3.1b) 
where ,/,~ is the usual metric in M d and gu is the G x G invariant metric on G. 
Note that we have introduced an additional parameter R, which is associated with 
the characteristic size of the compact group manifold G. In terms of the coordinates 
x" and y l  the lagrangian (2.1) splits into two parts which are separately invariant. 
One part, ~(Md), depends only on x" and has exactly the same form as the 
lagrangian given in refs. [1] and [2] 
e-X£(Md) = ~ [ -  ½g~'" O~.x" O.x # %# - }~"'y" O,)t # 71.# 
+~k~,',l"'y~'N~( O,xO)'O,,O-¼~,'I"TN,,#XI~'O,~a] . (3.2) 
The other part E(G) depends only on the group co-ordinates yl. On a group 
manifold G we can take T1s x to be 
1 1 1 
TIJK = a b c _ a b c ~ fabcR ,R.tR x ~ f ux  , "-~ fabcLILjLK -- - = (3.3) 
where f,b c are the structure constants of the group G and L~(q,) are the left- 
invariant basis elements on the group manifold G, which are defined by 
1 1 
g-X O~,g = ~L~T,  O~,y', g O~'g-X = R R~T,, O~,y'. (3.4) 
Here g is a group element and T" are the antihermitian generators of the Lie algebra 
of G. From (3.3) it follows that Tux is an invariant 3-form on G and hence that b u 
is an invariant 2-form (up to a total derivative). 
Using (3.3) and the following relations [14,13] 
-1  
R ,jx~ = -4-~ I ,7%L ~ , (3.5a) 
R.KL2'X" JX - '  " - '  L (3.5b) =3RtjrLX YsX X ~sX , 
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the Lagrangian E(G) now reads 
1 ( ) 
e-IE(G) = 4rra----- S O~yI Ovy J gt"gtj +--~e-le~'bts 
4R 3 75NCL ] gw 
1 M ( a'2k 2 ) 
+ 32~,R2fw 'frLu 1 -  4R---- i  ~IVsXK~J75xL 
1 1 
+ ~,7"7~'X  , O,ySgw - 87ra-------S~,7"7~'~,f(tx:g,: 
ik 
+ 48¢rR3 f ldK~gTrTt 'X l f ( J rv r5X  K • (3.6) 
We see that for 
R 2 = ½1klet ' (3.7) 
the quartic X 4 terms in (3.6) cancel. Without loss of generality we shall always take 
k to be positive. Using (3.7), in the superconformal gauge 
e~ =f(o, z) 87 , q~ = 7~h(o, ~) (3.7') 
the field equations following from (3.2) and (3.6) are 
A 1 = 71 ~" O~O,x" = O, h 2 = 7 ~' a ,k  ~ = O, (3 .8a ,  b )  
A3 =rF  O~O~y' + O~yS O,yk ( g~'FJr-- ~----Re~fjff ) =0. (3.8c) 
( 1 ) 
a4=7"o.x'+7" rJ~ 2s  fJI75 OzyJxK=O' (3.8d) 
i 
A s = 7"7~'h. O~x" + 7"7"X t O,ySgw+ i-f-~fwgT"7~Xty(JT,757K= O, (3.8e) 
& = n.p(-  O,x" O.xO + x_~ ~,o Oox" Oox#) -~  -" ~tX 7, Or)t, 
+gu(-O,Y10,Y J + l-~ ~oO OoyZ OoyJ ) _ x.-z 2"~,,,'~ i IX  7, O~X sgw 
( 1 I -- ½i}-(17" F JN--  2R 75fMNJ O"yMxNgIJ = O. (3.8f) 
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Note that A 1 = A 2 = A 3 - -  A 4 = 0 are the physical field equations, while A 5 = A 6 = 0 
are constraint equations. The field equation A 3 = 0 corresponds to the variation 
81/8y  t -  F r (8 I /SxK)x  ~= 0 to ensure covariance. This variation gives the result 
(3.8c) plus a term which vanishes upon use of the X I field equation. Note that the 
resulting equation, A 3 = 0, does not depend on X I. Also in (3.8f) the X t field 
equation has been used. 
It is convenient to rewrite (3.8c) in terms of the bosonic part of the currents 
associated with the right and left translations on the group manifold. These currents 
are defined by 
j~a = ½(r/ttr -4- e ttr) OrylZ~,  (3 .9a)  
j~a = ½(~/~, _ e" ' )  O,,yIR~. (3 .9b)  
Furthermore, the following relations will be useful in simplifying the field equations 
[14] 
a a a a gu = LIL~ = R IR j ,  
1 1 
rA  = ° ' 1= R x O s R _ . .~  /s x~ ,- LKtg jLa  + "~--RfSr -- a I 
1 1 
0IL  ~ - ,gjL~ + --fuKL~r = 0 = 0IR ~ - OjR~ - -~fuXRx 
R 
Using (3.9) and (3.10), we can rewrite (3.8c) as 
O~,J~ a= O, O~,J~" = O. 
(3.10) 
(3.11a, b) 
To simplify A 4 = A 5 = A 6 = 0 we now define the components of X t in the left and 
right invariant basis elements as follows: 
X" = xZL~, ~a = xZR~. (3.12) 
It is not difficult to show that the supersymmetry variation of j~a contains 
X[ = ½(1 + "ts)X a and that of J~" contains ~ = ½(1 - "ts)~ a. Thus it is natural to 
express equations A 4 - -A  5 = A 6 = 0 in terms of X[ and X~t- Again using (3.9) and 
(3.10), from (3.8d, e, f) it now follows that 
Y~' 0~,X[ = 0, Y~' 0~,~ = 0, (3.13a, b) 
(n  g" q- E ~" ~kLa O,X a + X[J~aR l i l~fabcXLXL' ltrX L = O, 
( i ) 
~aj .a  ~a ~b ~¢ (,7 , ' r -  ~.') x.~ a .x  ° + x . . , . -  1-~fo~cX,~X,~V.xR = o, 
~, ,~( -  a.=* a,=~ + '-~, , . ,°  ~ ,.o a,x~)  _ x .-o 
2 °l.l,q ~0 ~ ~l)k L~ r Og)k La 
I ' - -a  
- ~I~RV, O~,hR~ + 71~ ( -- O~,y I O,y J + ½~,~"°Opy I Ooy J) 
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Note that the last terms in (3.8d, f) have dropped out, due to the fact that we have 
expressed X(., a in the appropriate basis. 
In summary, the field equations following from the action (3.2), (3.6) are given by 
(3.8a, b), (3.11a, b) and (3.13a, b), while the constraints are given by (3.14) and (3.15). 
In particular, note the presence of the X 3 terms in (3.14) which are necessary for the 
closure of the super-Virasoro algebra. We will use these equations as a starting point 
for the quantization of the system in the next section. 
4. The critical dimension formula for strings moving on M d X G 
We now solve the free field equations given in (3.8), (3.11) and (3.13). Next we 
quantize the system subject to the constraints given in (3.14) and (3.15). The 
requirement of Lorentz invariance of the quantized theory in M a puts restrictions on 
the dimensions d and d C of M a and the group manifold G, respectively. These 
restrictions have recently been obtained for the bosonic string in refs. [7] and [8b] 
and conjectured for the fermionic string in ref. [7]. In this section we shall restrict 
ourselves to closed strings. The case of open string can be treated similarly. 
The solutions to the field equations are given by (setting 2a' = 1)* 
x"(~',o) q'~+p~'+½i Y'. 1(,~-2,.(.+0) a.e ), ____ 0/he + ~a -21n(¢ -o )  
n~0 
(4.1a) 
J~-a = ¢~- ~-~ fl~ e-2' ' ( '+") ,  (4.1b) 
O0 
J " - L=~ - E /~. "e-2`'(~-°), (4.1C) 
O0 
)ka(1) E ~a - -2zn(r - -o)  = d ,e  , (4.1d) 
/'/~ --OQ 
O~ 
h,,(2) = y'  dn e-~ -2,.(.+o), (4.1e) 
n j --O0 
O0 
X "(1)= E Sff e-2`'(*-°), (4.1f) 
/I ~ --OD 
X a(2) E "a  - 2tnO-+o) = S~'e , (4.1g) 
n ~ --00 
* The fight-cone coordinates on the stnng world sheet are defined by ~ ± = 5(¢  + o), and those on 
M# by x ± ~ ~[-~i(x ° + xd-1). In this section the index t refers to transverse chrectaons on M d 
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where X~m(~ (2)) is the single non-vanishing component of h~.(h~). In (4.1d) and 
(4.1e) the sums are over integers (half integers) if a periodic (antiperiodic) boundary 
condition for h is chosen, and similarly for (4.1f) and (4.1g). To eliminate the gauge 
degrees of freedom, we use the light-cone gauge defined by 
X + = e+' l " ,  X +(1) = 0 ,  X +(2) = 0 .  (4.2) 
In this gauge, substituting (4.1) into the constraint equations (3.14) and + + and 
projections, of (3.15), we solve for the Fourier components of x-  and X-, 
respectively, as follows: 
2 1 Olt 1.11_1 ~ ]8~_raj~a Oln = ~ n-- molto a a 
m~ --oo m~ - -~ 
"4-1 m= ~-oo (m-  ½tl)dln_md~q-½ m=-oo ~ (rrl -½t l )S  a_m Sa)  ~ -~tn ,  
d: =7- , . ~ - ~  
2 -p+F., 
p-  = 2a o = 2&o,  p '= 2& o = 2Ergo, 
oo 1 
d ' et' + Z S ~' fl " -~-~ if , n -- rrl m -- ttl m -- b c 




where L, and z~, are the same as L, and F. with all the oscillators replaced by the 
ones with tilde. We now quantize this system and compute the central extension 
[7, 8a] in the commutator algebra of L, and F.. Demanding the closure of the 
Lorentz algebra requires a special value of this central extension which in turn 
determines the critical dimension. The quantization proceeds by imposing the 
following (anti) commutator relations 
[q', p']  =i8  u,  [a~,, a~] =m8, ,+. ,o8  u, (4.4a) 
[a~, ~]  - - i :ohc~c 
- ----~d t..m+n "Jt- . ~m+n o ~ab , (4.4b) 
(d'.,a~} =8"8.+n,o, (4.4c) 
( S~, S. b } = 8 ~b 8,. +.,o. (4.4d) 
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Similar relations hold for tilde oscillators, and the latter commute with those without 
tilde. In deriving (4.4b) we have used the result of Witten [9] which gives the 
ja commutator [ +L, Jb+I.]" 
We now consider the commutator algebra of L. and F. given in (4.3). First we 
note that these satisfy the following (anti) Poisson brackets: 
[L m, Ln] P= (m-  n)Lm+ n, 
[F ,n ,L , ]p=(m-½n)r , , ,+ , ,  
{Fro, F,}p=2Lm+,, (4.5) 
and similar expressions for L= and J~,,. 
These brackets define a super Virasoro algebra with no central extension. In the 
quantum case one must take care of operator ordering. With the normalization of 
the individual terms given as in (4.3) one finds, however, that the (anti) commutator 
algebra of L n and Fn does not close. By demanding closure, we find that the terms in 




m ~ - -~ 
where 
: a t Ol t : 
n- -m m 
+½ E 
/'?1 = - -  O0 
d' d' " + (m-½.): 
1 oo  
a a ,  
2(1 + CA/2k ) E : fl'-,,,fl,~. 
(m - ½n): S.~_,.S~ : + (e(d - 2) + e'd~)3.,o, 
!/1 + c~/2k 
oO 
! I , F,= Y'. 
m~ - -~ 
~ . a a 
X ,•n_mSam: - - - -  
I~  oo 
__,:-i fabc £ :On_l_m~,m,.,lca bcc :], 
6~/k I . . . .  
(4.6a) 
(4.6b) 
_= 4 (Lo_ao)=p_~(Lo_ao)  ' P p+ 




antiperiodic b.c. for 
periodic b.c. for ~, 
antiperiodic b.c. for X 
periodic b.c. for X- 
(4.7) 
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In (4.6a) in order to discuss all the boundary conditions imultaneously we have 
added a constant erm to L 0. For the value of c A, see eq. (1.3). One can now show 
that L,  and F, satisfy the super-Virasoro algebra [16] 
[ L m, L,] = (m - n)Lm+ ~ + ~cm(m 2- 1)8m+,,o, 
( F,,, F, ) = 2L,,+, + ~c(m2-¼)Sm+ . . . .  




where c is the central extension which is given by 
dG 
c = ~(d-  2) + 1 + CA/2k" + ld6"  (4.9) 
We now require Lorentz invariance in M d. The only non-trivial commutator is
[M ' - ,  M j - ]  = 0. We find that this commutator holds provided that a 0 = ½ and 
c = 12. Thus follows the following critical dimension formula: 
2 d a 
d--  10 31-dG (spinning string). (4.10) 
3 1 + CA/2k 
In the case of the purely bosonic string where d~, and S~ are absent (and thus 
F,, = 0), the only surviving commutator is given by (4.8a) with central extension c
which now reads 
dG 
c = d - 2 + (bosonic string). (4.11) 
1 + cA/2k 
The validity of [M' - ,  M J- ] = 0 now requires that a 0 = 1 and c = 24 which implies 
the following critical dimension formula: 
dG 
d = 26 (bosonic string). (4.12) 
1 + CA/2k 
Finally, we quote the quantum mass formula 
M 2 = 8(L o - ao) -p 'p ' .  (4.13) 
For the case of semisimple group G = G 1 × G 2 × -. • × Gp the formulae (4.10) 
and (4.12) are replaced by 
P d~) P 
d = 10 - 2 y '  1 + c~)/2k O) ~ y'~ d~) (spinning string) (4.14) 
z~l ~=1 
e d~) 
d = 26 - £ 1 + c~)/2k °) (bosonic string). (4.15) 
1=1 
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5. Mass spectrum 
In this section we study the mass spectrum of a bosonic closed string moving on 
(Minkowski)d × G, which will illustrate both gravitational s well as Yang-Mills 
degrees of freedom. We shall comment on the spinning string case at the end of this 
section. 
The quantum mass operator in (Minkowski)d of the closed bosonic string is given 
by (see eq. (4.13)) 
¼a'M 2 = Nd+ N G + 1, (5.1) 
where 
d-2  oo 
Ne = E E a'_.a'., (5.2) 
t= l  n=l  
1 dG oo 
a a .  
N6= 2(1 + cA/2k ) E • :/3_nB~' .. (5.3) 
a=l  n=-oo  
N d and N6 are the occupation umber operators for the left movers satisfying 
[Nd ,  atn] = - -  na~, [N G, tiff] = - nfl~. Analogously one defines the occupation um- 
ber operators for the right movers, Nd and fifG with a and fl replaced by ~ and/~, 
respectively. These number operators must satisfy the following dosed string con- 
straint: 
Na + N~= Na + fi[ ~ . (5.4) 
To identify the mass spectrum we need to study the representations of the 
Kac-Moody algebra [20] of the operators tiff. (For a review see ref. [21].) From now 
on, we shall specialize to the case of simply laced G. (The more complicated case of 
non-simply laced algebras has been treated in ref. [21].) Furthermore we restrict 
ourselves to k = 1. As for the ordinary Lie algebras every representation is char- 
acterized by a highest weight vector. The basis of the representation space is 
obtained by successive application of the step operators on it. A weight vector 
obtained in this way is denoted by [20] 
l= (A t , r ,8) ,  I=  1 .... ,rankG, (5.5) 
where A I are the components of a vector on the weight lattice of G, r is the 
eigenvalue of k (see (4.4b)) and 8 is the eigenvalue of the derivation operator d [20] 
which, in our case, is nothing but (1 - NG). 
We shall consider the basic representation [20] which is characterized by the 
highest weight l0 -(0,1,1). This weight corresponds to the ground state 10). Given 
the highest weight 10, the remaining bases of the representation space are obtained 
by successive application of the appropriate step operators, fl~_, .../3bin 10) with 
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positive n . . . . .  m. Using the infinite discrete Weyl group, I~, Frenkel and Kac [29] 
have shown that the weight vectors of the states obtained in this way must have the 
form (proposition (2.1) in ref. [29]) 
(at, l,1 -p-½ctIetI), p =0,1 ,2 , . . .  , (5.6) 
with degeneracy Mp(r) given by 
oo oo 
E Mp(r) xp= I - I (1 -xp)  -~=l+rx+½r( r+3)x2+' . . .  
p~0 p=l  
(5.7) 
Here r is the rank of G, and a t is a vector on the root lattice. From (5.6) it follows 
that N~ =p + (~alaX). Thus, eq. (5.1) implies 
~u1~1 =p+-  -1 .  (5.8) 
To illustrate the details of the spectrum let us consider the case of M24 × SU(3) as 
an example. The states fl~,,flb_n2...B2,,10 ) are eigenstates of d= 1 -N  O with 
eigenvalues 1 -  (n 1 + nz+ .- .  +n,). Hence the states fl~ll 0) have d--0.  These 
have the weights (a, 1, 0) and (0,1, 0) where a is a root of SU(3). The six weights 
(a, 1, 0) have unit multiplicity each, while the multiplicity of (0,1, 0) is two. There- 
fore they form an SU(3) octet. 
The next set of states (corresponding to d= -1 )  are fl"xflb_ll) and fl~-210). By 
virtue of the commutation relations satisfied by the B's, the state fla2[0 ) is the 
~f oa oh. antisymmetric part u to_ to-a[0)  • Thus this state is not independent. 
The states B a 1 # b__ 110 ) have the weights (a, 1, - 1 ) and (0,1, - 1 ) with multiplicities 
2 and 5, respectively. They therefore form the representation 1 • 8 • 8 of SU(3). 
Note that the states 10, 10 and 27 in the product 8 × 8 are not present because their 
weights are not of the form given in (5.6). One can show that they have vanishing 
norm. We have checked that the spectrum thus obtained indeed does coincide with 
the mass spectrum of a bosonic string moving on a direct product of 24-dimensional 
Minkowski space with a 2-dimensional torus. As mentioned in the introduction, 
various aspects of this equivalence have been discussed in refs. [7, 8a, 19, 20]. 
To apply this construction to the case of a closed bosonic string propagating on 
M d × G we need to include/]ff as well as a~, and ~ in the operator algebra. Since/3 
and /] generate two commuting Kac-Moody algebras the spectrum has G × G 
symmetry. 
The ground state [0) here is a singlet of the Poincar6 group of M d as well as of 
G × G. It is annihilated by all a',, fi~,, fl,~ and/]a for which n >/1. Hence its mass is 
given by ¼a'M 2 = - 1 and therefore it is a tachyonic state. 
The first excited level is massless and consists of the following states: a'_lfiJ_ t 10) 
containing a graviton, a second-rank antisymmetric tensor and a dilaton; the states 
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TABLE 1 
The scalars obtained by the operation of fla_ n and ~a on [0) 
for the first five levels for G = SU(3) 
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I ,M  2 ~a States SU(3) X SU(3) representation 
- 1 10) 
0 #a_l#bllO ) 
+1 #a_lflh z/~C_l#a_l I0 ) 
+2 #~21#-z#'_l#'_l#'_l#a_~l O) 
+3 #9,#', #-, #-, 
x#'_~ #'_, #" "o~ o -I#-II ) 
(1,1) 
(8, 8) 
(1,1) + 2(1,8) + 2(8,1) + 4(8,8) 
4(1,1) + 6(1, 8) + 6(8,1) + 2(1,10) + 2(10,1) 
+ 2(1, 10 ) + 2(10,1) + 9(8, 8) + 3(8,10) + 3(10, 8) 
+ 3(8, 10 ) + 3(10,8) + (10,10) + (10, 10 ) 
+(10,10) + ( I0 ,  10) 
(1,1) + 6(1,8) + 6(8,1) + (1,10) + (10,1) + (1, 10 ) 
+( 10,1) + (1,27) + (27,1) + 36(8,8) 
+ 6(8,10) + 6(10, 8) + 6(8, 10 ) + 6(10,8) + 6(8, 27) 
+ 6(27, 8) + (10,10) + (10, 10 ) + (10,10) + ( 10, 10 ) 
+ (10, 27) + (27,10) + (10,27) + (27, 10 ) + (27, 27) 
a'_l~_zl0) and •t lflall0 ) which have spin one and transform in the adjoint 
representation f G × G; and finally there are the scalars fig 1/~ ~_ 110) which trans- 
form as (adj, adj) of G x G. For G = SU(3) in table 1 we have given the spin-zero 
states obtained by the operation of fl and/~ on I 0) for the first five levels. 
For the closed spinning string the mass formula reads: 
where 
1 _ t~Ar2  
Ng=½ ~, n:d'  d': - -n  n 
t l  ~ - -o0  
oo 
N~ = ½ E n : S~-,S: 
n ~ - -00  
and N a and N~ are given as before with the constraint 
N a + N~ + N~ + N~ = N~ + ~r~ + ~a + ~r~. 
Corresponding to periodic (P) and antiperiodic (AP) boundary conditions, there are 
nine possible sectors. However to simplify the discussion we consider only four of 
these sectors corresponding to the cases where h (1) and X (2) (idem X O) and X ~2)) 
obey the same boundary conditions. This will not change our results. On table 2 we 
give A as well as the transformation properties of the ground state and the masses of 
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TABLE 2 
The values of A, the transformation properties of the ground state and the mass levels for different 
sectors, corresponding to penodic (P) or antiperiodic (AP) boundary conditions or 
the ferrmons h a and X ~ 
h~ X" A ground state ¼a'M 2 
AP AP - ~ scalar of M d 
2 and G 
scalar of M d and 
AP P ~(d  e - 8) 
spmor of SO(d e ) 
spinor of M d 
P AP ~(d- 10) 
scalar of G a 
spmor of M d and 
P P ~(d  + de; - 10) SO(de) 
1 1 -~ ,0 ,~, .  
~(de 1 - 8), i~de, i~(dG + 8) .... 
~(d  - 10), ~(d  - 2), ~(d  + 6), . 
(d + d G - 10), ~ ( d + d 6 + 6), ~ (d + d e + 22),.. 
the first few levels. We can infer from this table that if we desire to have a 
non-abelian group G we cannot have massless fermions, in agreement with the 
result of Friedan and Shenker [22]. To clarify this, note that physical fermions must 
have periodic boundary conditions in Minkowski space-time and therefore are 
contained in the last two rows of table 2. Thus, supersymmetry in space-time (as 
contrasted to supersymmetry in d = 2) is unlikely to arise in such theories. The only 
possibility for massless fermions is when d + d o = 10, which when combined with 
eq. (1.2) gives the unique solution c A = 0. This would permit only a product of 
U(1)'s (e.g. U(1) 4 for d = 6)*. 
6. Open problems 
The results of this paper can be extended in the following directions: 
(i) Generalization of our model to spaces other than group manifolds. 
(ii) Generalization to N = 2, 4, 8,16 supersymmetries in d = 2. The extension of 
our N = 1 model to N = 2 has been recently obtained [23], though the critical 
dimensional formula has not been derived. (See however ref. [24].) 
(iii) To study, in any one of the models mentioned above, the possibility of 
introducing consistent interactions. 
In this paper, in d-dimensional space-time we have lost supersymmetry. To 
maintain it, one may have to consider models of the type constructed by Green and 
Schwarz [18]. Such models can exist in 3, 4, 6 and 10 dimensions. Recently, Written 
has constructed the d = 10 Green-Schwarz type action in curved space [25]. Follow- 
* Note that there are two possible G-parity [15] operators in the theories of this type, ( -1 )  2Ng- 1 or 
( -  1) 2N~'-1 These may be useful for suppressing the tachyons 
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ing Witten's method, we have constructed similar actions in d = 3, 4, 6 [26]. In this 
context it is worth remarking that an anomaly-free N = 2, d = 6 supergravity with 
E 6 X E 7 × U(1) symmetry exists [17] and may provide a good phenomenological 
model for quarks and leptons. Whether such a theory is a field theoretical limit of a 
string theory remains to be seen. 
We appreciate discussions with L. Alvarez-Gaum6, M. Green, D. Olive, A. Neveu, 
A. Schwimmer, J. Strathdee and E. Witten. 
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